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PRESS RELEASE 
 

VCE Has Extended its Management Board 
 
Vienna, October 2022._ VCE has extended its management board by Günther Achs as of 
now. Together with the other managing directors he takes further important steps towards 
sustainability, climate protection and digitization. 
 
Since October 2022 Günther Achs (43) has extended the management board of VCE. Up to 
now more than 350 employees have been led by Wolf-Dietrich Denk, Dieter Pichler and 
Robert Schedler. The management board now consists of four persons. Within ten years 
Mr. Achs has risen from authorized representative to partner in the management board of 
VCE and its subsidiaries. Günther Achs studied structural engineering at the Vienna 
University of Technology and has more than 15 years of professional experience as project 
manager.  
Günther Achs has significantly further developed the field Acoustics, Dynamics, Building 
Physics, Measurement & Instrumentation since joining the company in 2005 and he will 
also be responsible for the sectors Traffic Design and Geotechnics in future. 
 
With Sustainability and Digitization towards more Quality of Life 
In his new position as managing director of VCE Mr. Achs would like to further push 
sustainability, climate protection and digitization in construction engineering. As firmly 
anchored in the company vision, it is an essential target to sustainably increase the quality 
of life of the people. “Our employees are the basis for the company success, and we would 
like to encourage them to develop new working methods, products and services – ideas 
should not be limited”, says Mr. Achs and adds,“ In this way we have been able to 
considerably extend our scope of services in the field of environmental engineering and 
digitization in the last few years and to contribute to our socio-political responsibility.” 
Digitization serves as acceleration factor to make processes more efficient, increase the 
quality of services and successfully handle projects for our clients.  
 
A Positive Look into the Future  
Due to the current market situation considering pandemic, inflation and war Günther Achs 
sees a lot of challenges but also opportunities. Regarding the continuously increasing lack of 
personnel VCE has positioned itself as modern employer. “Home office and flexible working 
time models are a possibility to respond to the individual needs of the employees of VCE 
and to offer them an attractive working environment. VCE as interdisciplinary and 
international company is well prepared for quickly changing markets thanks to flexibility, 
quality and innovation“, says Günter Achs.  
 
Further information: www.vce.at 

http://www.vce.at/

